NETWORK MOVIE
Network Movie Film- und Fernsehproduktion Gmbh & Co KG was founded in 1998
and is based in the two important German media locations of Cologne and
Hamburg. With about 40 employees, Network Movie has its core business in the
production of high-value TV movies and TV series. Movies include the successful and
award-winning dramas such as EIN GROSSER AUFBRUCH, adaptations of renowned
literature such as DIE FLUT IST PÜNKTLICH or DEUTSCHSTUNDE by Siegfried Lenz as well
as DAS KINDERMÄDCHEN by Elisabeth Herrmann and the Berlinale contribution
LOLLIPOP MONSTER. Feature TV series cover, inter alia, NEBEN DER SPUR, UNTER
ANDEREN UMSTÄNDEN, NACHTSCHICHT and DER KOMMISSAR UND DAS MEER, and
with SOKO KÖLN the company produces a long-running cop series, already in its 14th
season.
Network Movie pairs up distinguished writers with renowned, award-winning and
promising directors and is proficient in finding the best talent pools to produce highquality fiction that impresses critics and audiences alike. The company has been
praised and rewarded with numerous TV awards (e.g. the GOLDENE KAMERA and
the DEUTSCHER FERNSEHPREIS), for its courage in developing new formats and the
aspiration to produce an upscale as well as entertaining program.
Since its foundation, Network Movie has produced more than 700 hours of fiction TV
and established itself as one of the important providers of program content for the
German and European Film- and TV markets.
Alongside its holding company ZDF, Network Movie produces for other German
broadcasters as well as cinema, and has been involved in international coproductions for many years with a special focus on Scandinavian TV. After
participating in Danish and Swedish successes such as THE KILLING or WALLANDER,
Network Movie took the lead in an international co-production with THE TEAM in 2014
and is continuously building up valuable hands-on experience in developing,
financing and producing cross-border projects.

